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Space R ace A dvances P raise

Clarke Says Satellites Will Alter World
By CARMEN MONACO
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Arthur Clarke, inventor of the
communications satellite, said last
night the spiritual and philosophi
cal discoveries helping man to find
his place in the universe are the
taost important aspects of the
space race.
Mr. Clarke, the co-author of the,
book and film, “2001: A Space
Odyssey,” called the space race
more than a “technological Olym
pics” between the United States
and Russia. He spoke in the Uni
versity theater.
“The practical values of space
exploration justify the amount of
money spent on the program, and
it is well to remember that each
year American women spend more
on cosmetics than the U.S. appro
priates for the National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration,”
he said.
Mr. Clarke said application catellites, like navigation satellites,
have proven useful in guiding
stray ships. Weather satellites, he
added, warn people of hurricanes
and tornadoes. The weather satel
lite some day will aid Asian farm
ers grow better crops by accurate
ly predicting monsoon seasons and
allowing farmers to prepare.
The reconnaissance satellite, Mr.
Clarke said, has paid for the space
program by spying on Russian mis-

sile sites and revealing fewer nu
clear missiles than U.S. officials
anticipated. America therefore did
not have to stockpile as many
counter arms as she had expected
and saved billions of dollars.
Mr. Clarke said the communica-

complete television receiving and
transmitting system that will
make available information at the
push of a button. He said such a
system might end newspapers as
they are now known.

U Students Go
To Oregon to
Aid McCarthy

ARTHUR C. CLARKE
tions satellite will bring about the
greatest cultural revolution in
world history. He predicted in ten
years each household will have a

Around the World, Nation

Economic Problems Forecast
If Strikes in France Continue
By ASSOCIATED PRESS
LONDON — The backlash piled at docks on the English Chan
from French strikes has hit other nel or held up at factories because
European nations, raising fears of of the strikes.
Rail traffic from West Germany
trade tie-ups and other economic
problems if the turmoil is pro to France was stopped, with Ger
man freight trains sidetracked
longed.
Trade between France and its near the border. A number of Ger
neighbors slowed as ships, trains man ships were tied up in French
and trucks loaded with goods were ports unable to unload or clear
stalled. Firms depending on French port. Some German trucks were
imports were dipping into inven getting through to France.
Trucks trying to get into France
tory stocks.
Reports were spotty as business from the Italian border were
and government offices in several backed up for miles. Lines of
countries were closed for the As freight cars packed sidings and
yards. Air traffic also halted. Ita
cension Day holiday.
B r i t i s h authorities estimated lian customs officials said only
that more than $12 million worth tourist automobiles were getting
of British-French trade was either through.

A busload of Students for Mc
Carthy, 36 from UM and five from
Montana State University, left this
morning for Salem, Ore., to work
in Sen. Eugene McCarthy’s cam
paign for the May 28 Oregon Pres
idential Primary.
Janet Reid, a sophomore in ge
ology and chairman of the journey,
said the bus taking the students to
Oregon was financed by individual
contributors and the Missoula Mc
Carthy for President club.
She said the students will can
vass homes soliciting support for
McCarthy in the election. They
will return Sunday.

CB Supports
Racial Equality
Central Board Wednesday night
passed a resolution pledging itself
to work for racial equality on the
campus and in Missoula.
The entire resolution:

WHEREAS, the promotion of a
healthy atmosphere in student rela
tions Is a primary function of student
government; and
WHEREAS, such a healthy atmos
phere is Impaired by discrimination
against any segment of the student
body on tne basis of race, color, or
creed.
NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RE
SOLVED by the Central Board of the
University of Montana;
That thin assembly will encourage
and support the activities of student
groups which make constructive and
responsible efforts toward ending racial
discrimination.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that
this assembly will condemn the efforts
of those on campus and In Missoula
who, by discriminatory and bigoted
actions, effect an Inequality of oppor
tunity in education through discrimina
tions In housing and daily campus re
lations.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that
this assembly sets Its goal to do what
ever It effectively can as a functioning
student government to foster an atti
tude of racial harmony by acting on
specific problems and proposing and
promoting effective solutions.

Pushing a button could bring
pages of newspapers or maga
zines into view on the screen. He
said with this system men could
live anywhere and transact busi
ness from home.
Just as the United States was
united by the railroad and tele
graph, so the world can be united
by the communications satellite,
Mr. Clarke said.
Medical study, he said, will
benefit from the weightlessness of
space, and astronomy will thrive
when astronomers no longer have
to peer through the earth’s atmos
phere.

Jupiter replaced Venus as the
most likely planet to have life be
cause, he said, its atmosphere of
ammonia and hydrogen is like that
of earth billions of years ago.
The only drawback of the space
program, Mr. Clarke said, is that
rockets are not reusable. It is ex
pensive, he said, not to recover the
multi-million dollar crafts we
send up. Recovering only three
men and a capsule after a space
shot, he said, is like launching the
Queen Elizabeth with three men
aboard, sinking it on its maiden
voyage and recovering the men
and a life boat.

UM Dancers Will Give
Concerts This Weekend
The University of Montana
Dance Company, directed by Mrs.
Dana Bunnell and Miss Gay Fish
er, will present the annual Spring
Dance Concert Friday and Satur
day in the University Theater at
8:15 p.m. The concert’will include
one jazz and two modem selec
tions.
The jazz section, entitled “Peo
ple, Places, and Things,” choreo
graphed by Mrs. Bunnell, is a
commentary of big city living.
The second work, “Scenes from
Childhood,” is a student vwork
choreographed by Mary Owen,
Sandra Hofstrand, Donna Claw
son, Elizabeth Timm, Bambi Eggan, and Patti Duncan. An old
man’s childhood memories are de
picted by the dancers.
The third work, “DNA—A Quest
for Life,” is choreographed by Miss
Fisher. This contemporary work is
an endeavor to represent with
movement some of the biological
and social implications of the dis
covery of the DNA molecule as the
basis of heredity.

Notice
The Montana Kaimin will pub
lish its last issue this quarter on
Tuesday, May 28. All notices for
Concerning U and Calling U must
be turned in to the Kaimin edito
rial offices by noon, May 27.

Orchesis members include: Linda
Ambrose, Diana Bachmann, Julie
Blakemore, Mrs. Bunnell, Miss
Clawson, Miss Duncan, Peggy
Duncan, Miss Eggan, Miss Fisher,
Karen Griffin, Carolyn Hinkle,
Miss Hofstrand, Andreen Hubble,
Mike Minor, Miss Owen, Ellen
Putzker, Carol Schmitt, Betty
Schrumpf, Ruth Street, Judy Svingen, Miss Timm, Elizabeth Towne,
Roy Upham, Don Volk, and Mar
ilyn Wyatt.

Pop Group Hired
For Homecoming
A pop vocal group, the Harpers
Bazaar, and a rock band, the
Grass Roots, have been scheduled
for Homecoming next fall by the
ASUM Program Council.
Harpers Bazaar will play for two
one hour concerts in the Univer
sity Theater, and the Grass Roots
will play for a dance in the Field
House following the second con
cert.
Program Council voted to allo
cate $1,400 for a “Pacem in Terris”
conference set fall quarter. Faculty
members from various depart
ments will participate in two panel
discussions on peace prospects.
The first panel is entitled, “Pros
pects for Peace, USA,” and the
second will discuss the topic,
“Prospects for Peace in the World
Community.’’

Many Die as Peace Talks Continue
SAIGON — A near record
number of American troops were
killed last week, reflecting the in
creased intensity of combat while
peace talks drag on in Paris, U.S.
officers reported Thursday. Plane
losses over North Vietnam also
are mounting.
Battles last week killed 549
U.S. troops, a total surpassed dur
ing war only by the 562 lost in
combat the previous week. An
other 2,282 were wounded, 57 more
than the week before.

In the air war, two planes were
shot down Wednesday over North
Vietnam, bringing to 10 the num
ber downed in May. Nine were
lost in February, 11 in March and
16 in April.
The rising air losses were attrib
uted to a larger number of mis
sions over the North and an enemy
buildup of antiaircraft weapons in
the southern panhandle, now that
the heartland of North Vietnam is
off limits.

French Students, Police Fight Again
PARI S — S e v e r a l hundred
students fought with police here
Thursday night in a renewal of
the violence that has led France
into social and industrial chaos.
A battle developed near the St.
Michael Bridge over the River
Seine after a Cabinet meeting at
which President Charles de Gaulle
conferred with his ministers on
plans for dealing with the strike,
the gravest crisis of his 10-yearold regime.
De Gaulle will address the na

tion in a radio-television broadcast
Friday night and is expected to
announce the decisions then.
Students marchd toward the St.
Michael Bridge from the Latin
Quarter, but were forced back by
polic hurling tear gas grenades.
Their numbers mounting the
youths dug up cobblestones and
ripped away metal tree guards to
be used as makeshift weapons.
They erected a small street barri
cade while sidewalk cafe owners
pulled in their chairs and slammed
down their metal shutters.

UM DANCE COMPANY will present two concerts this weekend. Shown rehearsing
are, in circle: Judy Svingen, Carol Schmidt, Bambi Eggar, and Elizabeth Timm, and
in circle center: Mary Owen and Don Volk.

Recruiting Season Opens

Across campus is the law school, where
you learn to dress neatly and lie with a
straight face. Near the law school is the
famous business school, where you can learn
usury for fun and profit.
The center of the whole campus is the
Liberal Arts Building, replete with an Eng
lish department that has never banned any
thing but Little Orphan Annie, a language
department that delves lovingly into abstruse
tongues, and a philosophy department that
tries to figure out what it’s all about.
Then there is the fine arts department,
with its fine but fitful artists, and the Jubileers, who too often resemble an instant re
play of an Up With People Performance,
starring Yogi Bear and his 15 furry little
friends.
Perversely speaking, getting an education
at UM is like falling into a cesspool; you’ll
lose most of it eventually, but some of it will
stick with you a long time.
And the extracurricular activities are great.
It’s worth getting burned in the shower just
to go to a ROTC dance and watch the hippies
do the alligator right among all the future
generals and corporals.
Of course you will have to hang your head
shamefully as you admit 10 per cent of the
students are Greeks. But be sure to point
out how favorably some Greeks have been
behaving lately.
Explain that despite all the propaganda,
frat-rats don’t like the draft any more than
foresters, and some of the brothers have
acquitted themselves well by flunking out
and fleeing immediately to Canada.
Emphasize that pot is not unknown in
sorority houses, and now and then one of the
sisters shows real promise by eloping with
a greasy artist.,
Across the creek from UM is greater Mis
soula, which has enough bars of sufficient
variety to accommodate everyone’s taste.
The social center of the town is that fa
mous place where you can drink black beer
in the front, play euchre in the back and eat
the best steak in town for $1.75 in the middle.
As the cook says, “This place hasn’t hardly
closed in 32 years.”
Returning to the drawbacks, you will have
to admit that, yes, UM does spend thousands
of dollars on an athletic department which
is second only to the Jubileers in its ability
to embarrass good students.
Certainly, Missoula is the pollution capital
of the Northwest, but in Montana it’s a good
day even when it’s a bad day, and in Missoula
the meadowlarks sing right down to the last
croak from their carbon-clotted little lungs.
So all of us UM students have our work cut
out for us. Now get out there and recruit.
Dan Vichorek

Miss England Defends Kaimin Editorials
To the Kaimin:
I note with increasing dismay
and regret the attitude students
and faculty at this university are
taking toward the editorials of
Dan Vichorek—an attitude that is
becoming disgustingly similar to
that of the president of MSU.and
his supporters in'the matter of the
removal of the “hippie” newspa
pers from the MSU bookstore.* It’s
the same “anything different, any
thing non-Establishment, anything
with which MY standards disagree
is bad and must not be printed.”
Editorials are one man’s opinion
and criticism should be of the man,
not of what he prints as his opin
ions in an editorial column. Sup
posedly, we still believe in free
dom of the press, and Mr. Vichorek
must be allowed the same free
dom to express his views in print
that is accorded to those who write
letters to the editor denouncing his
editorial policy.
Mr. Vichorek is indeed not rep
resenting the student body, the
faculty, or the U. of M. He is not,
in his editorials, trying to give a
flattering image of the U. of M. to
the outside world. Why should he?
Was he hired to write propaganda
to entice unsuspecting high school
seniors to the trampled lawns and
2 — MONTANA KAIMIN
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locked women’s dorms of the U.
of M. where freedom of expression
is obviously expected (required?)
to take place only in small, confi
dential groups of friends who can
trust each other not to repeat to
their mommies and daddies that
they think just maybe eighteenyear-olds should be allowed to
drink legally?
No, Mr. Vichorek is assuredly
not representing the U. of M. to
the PUBLIC. But if this univer
sity can’t take his editorials it’s in
far worse shape than we all
thought and Dan Vichorek is do
ing it a favor and deserves our
gratitude for portraying it as
open-minded enough and strong
enough to take his quatra-weekly
tirades without' collapsing from
Aunt Nellie-ish indignation . . .
which seems to be the general
reaction.
PATRICIA L ENGLAND
Literature-Philosophy
MOST POINTS
Bill Bradley of Princeton holds
the one game scoring mark in the
NCAA tournament. He scored 58
points against Wichita in the con
solation game in 1965.
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CLEAN YOUR WINTER CLOTHES
BEFORE YOU STORE THEM!
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Also Bring Your Spring Things By
for a Spruce-up!
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If You Like Pizza
and who doesn’t

There’s only one name
to remember

SHARIEF
Now with six
Pizza Bugs to serve you!

Pizza Oven
Hwy.93S
549-9417

Pizza Parlor
1106 Bdwy.
543-7312
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Even the administration agrees that the
biggest booster of UM enrollment is wordof-mouth recruitment carried on by UM stu
dents.
Much of this recruiting goes on in the
summer, when students venture forth over
the chill globe to mingle randomly with rep
resentatives from other academic filling sta
tions.
With summer impending, we think it is
not too soon to instruct lay students how to
channel worthwhile, paying students to UM.
When you make your pitch you must keep
in mind that what little information out-ofstate students have about UM probably is not
favorable.
So you must start out by conceding the
more serious flaws in the University.
“Sure,” you admit, “our administration is
a bit backward', our student government still
wears celluloid collars and parts its hair in
the middle, our bookstore is strong on sweat
shirts, we build letters on hillsides, Billy
Bear Paws and the Spur of the Moment still
command awe, and ROTC competes unfairly
in the Peppermint Printz contest.”
Most prospects will hold out at least this
long, so you continue: “OK, the bunks in
Miller Hall are hard as rocks, and the Miller
showers heat instantly to 300 degrees when
a toilet is flushed, causing those showering
to leap immediatley from the stalls. Thus, it
is only natural that four-year Miller resi
dents develop a conditioned reflex and go
through life twisting violently to one side
upon hearing an unexpected gurgle.”
Then, with a fine show of disregard for
material comforts you say with a sneer, “So
what if Miller is the only decent men’s dorm.
So what if half the women’s dorms are dreary
old tombs. So what if all Montana is a rightwing camp. All this is inconvenient but not
fatal,” you tell them.
Then you hit them with some of the strong
points of UM. At the head of the list among
UM strong points is the journalism school,
which is a place‘where they train editors.
Editors, of course, are people who separate
the wheat from the chaff and .print the chaff.
The journalism school is a place that sepa
rates the men from the boys, and graduates
the boys.
The geology department, you point out, has
its own precambrian building, so dated from
the fossils found therein.
Every member of the geology faculty owns
at least one Ph.D. and one large dog. The
dogs sometimes lie-in during class and snore
quietly, while professors wear “another moth
er for peace” buttons and enthusiastically
teach “earth science” courses to people close
to their studies.

Eviction Protested

For the past six years—under Gov. Tim Babcock's adminis
tration—Montana has chugged along just as a “hick” state in
the backwoods is expected to.
Under Mr. Babcock’s steady hand, Montana has cultivated
ignorance as a new art form.
With his usual insistence on perfection, Mr. Babcock has
chosen to officially ignore and unofficially criticize the UN
for its imperfection.
He has ignored small industry.
He has ignored the fact that Montana is a big boy now. And
the legislature continues to meet for 60 days every two years,
going into overtime when necessary.
Lt. Gov. Ted James is tired of ignoring.
And to prove his point he had the downright nerve to file
for governor last December and pit himself against Babcock.
Now James is being ignored. Being good conservatives, most
of Montana’s Republicans are offended by James’ blasphemy.
Because he believes that the GOP has not “taken the initia
tive” under the Babcock administration, James is sacrificing
his political career by running. A Republican lieutenant gov
ernor just doesn’t run against a Republican governor.
James is seeking the governorship because he would like to
see the legislature meet every year. He wants small industry
in Montana, and has proposd a task force of business, political,
educational and political leaders to look into the possibility.
He wants to establish a permanent tax commission which will
investigate tax proposals. He supports the United Nations.
If the state’s Republicans nominate Babcock, chances are
he will win a second full term in November.
Then Montana will continue to ignore because it doesn’t
understand.
It will continue to ignore because it believes “in keeping
the good and building on it.”
Ho hum.
Gary Langley

BBC Films Explore Racism
Confronting Indians, Negro
Program Council will sponsor
two BBC-TV films on America’s
racial problems, Sunday, May 26
at 8 p.m. in J304.
“Some of My Best Friends are
White,” the first film, examines
America’s complex racial problem
from an unusual angle; it looks at
the middle-class Negro and his
approach to the problem of racial
equality.
By all standards—home, educa
tion, income—the middle class Ne
gro is a success. But is he accepted
by society? What about his chil
dren who are growing up in white
suburbia?
This film asks direct questions
and gets frank answers from suc
cessful, middle-class Negroes —
among them: Gordon Parks, Life
magazine’s celebrated photographer-poet-author-composer.
“Some of My Best Friends are
White” sheds a new light on
America’s racial problem.
The second film, “The Pride and
the Shame” is a frank (and shocking( study of a disturbing U.S.
social-racial problem: the plight
of the American Indian living on
reservations.
While it focuses on the Sioux
Indians of the Black Hills or North
Dakota, it is actually representa-

Policy on Letters
to the Editor
Letters generally should he no
longer than 400 words, preferably
typed and triple spaced, with the
writers full name, major and class,
address and phone number listed.
They should be brought or mailed
to the Montana Kaimin office in
Room 206 of the Journalism Build
ing by 2 p.m. the day before publi
cation. The editor reserves the
right to edit or reject any letter

SW EETHEARTS

ENJOY THEIR
SUNDAES AT

five of the half million American
Indians still living on reservations.
Their living conditions are ap
palling, described by President
Johnson as “enough to bring the
blush of shame to our cheeks when
we look at what we have done to
our first citizens.”
They live in abject poverty—
haunted by unemployment and
plagued by drunkenness. The
tribes still have their war dances
at night—staged now for young
men in uniform going overseas to
Vietnam. Or staged for the passing
tourist who never looks beyond
the ceremony into the true picture
of life on the reservation.

fPanic Clinics? Combat
College Final Suicides
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
At least two California state col
leges will operate “panic clinics”
to help students cope with the
emotional pressures of final ex
amination week starting May 31.
“If. we can prevent one at
tempted suicide, the entire pro
gram will be worth the effort,” said
Dr. Suzanne A. Snivley of the Sac-

ramento State College health clin
ic.
The college will provide special
therapy with faculty, doctors and
other students. A similar program
is planned at San Fernando State
College.
TVTTTVTTTVTVTTVTTWTTTH

NO OCEANS
The sun is 100 times larger than
the earth.
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Week or Weekend!
Boats, Swimming and
Dancing!!
WELCOME ALL
the

: Un Portrait
: Cadeu Special •
: Cree pour vous j
:
par

I Alan Shirley3
PHOTOGRAPHY

TAM ARACKS
RESORT

825 S. Higgins

543-8386

The Gardner Millers

SEELEY LAKE
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“. . . and, right after the
graduation exercises are
over, everyone meet at
WORDEN’S to get the
woodsie supplies . . .”
Happy Grads—and Undergrads
Shop At

1 Worden’s Super Market
434 N. Higgins
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See our large
selection of
WEDDING
ANNOUNCEMENTS
and
INVITATIONS
Regular and Ingraved
Printing at
G A T E W A Y

E, Front

A ll Sales & S e rv ic in g o f T y p e w r ite r s -

OLIVETTI, ROYAL, SMITH CORONA
ELECTRIC PORTABLES
are available at
B U SIN ESS

M A C H IN E S

217 E. Broadway

CO.

549-8995

You’re a Man on the Go!

£ et it Tfing Twice
Matching wedding bands are a beautiful
idea. When it comes to interpreting this idea
in precious metal, no one does it more beau
tifully than ArtCarved. Since 1850, the
proud ArtCarved tradition has stood behind
more than 50 million rings. Bold sculptures,
blazing facets, shimmering Florentines and
soft textures highlight our new ArtCarved
collection. Come in and see them soon.
C a rv e d

If school or your job keeps you busy, and you have
things to do; places to go, people to meet, you must
try to look your hest! That’s why we recommend

WESTERNER’S Western Boots
$15.95 to $85
JUSTIN, COWTOWN, ACME

Montana’s
Largest
Western
Store

H A N S E N 'S
ICE C R E A M

519 S. Higgins

To the Kaimin:
This letter is intended to inform
the students of the recent adminis
trative move to change Aber Hall
from a men’s to a women’s resi
dence next fall.
We feel that this is entirely un
fair. Since both men and women
who live on campus pay the same
fees, why should men be sub
jected to old residence halls? If
the change goes through, the only
decent men’s dorm next year will
be Miller Hall while ’the women
will have Knowles, Aber and Jesse.
Those responsible for the change
are to be commended for their ex
cellent timing and silence of opera
tion which they employed. Cer
tainly they realized that Central
Board’s meetings are over, and that
the Kaimin terminates publication
Tuesday. Therefore, the students
naturally have ho medium for
communication in this regard.
We ask those concerned about
this nefarious situation to sign the
petitions now circulating in Aber,
Miller, Craig, Liberal Arts, the
Library, and the Lodge. Further
more we urge you to write to the
administration and make your
feelings known. Do this now be
fore the change is made.
C. DAVID GORTON
THOMAS J. SHAUGHNESSY
DAVID A. GRAUMAN
Freshmen, Hist. Poly-Sci.
TERRY G. THORPE
Freshman, Forestry
FRANK J. A. GRECO, JR.
JAMES GRADY
Freshmen, Journalism
MIKE BUZZARD
Sophomore, Hist. Poly-Sci.
DENNIS KIRCHNER
Freshman, Bus.-Ad.
BRADLEY M. HAMLETT
Freshman, History
DON E. POTTER
Freshman, Sec. Ed.
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Ho Hum, Mr. Babcock

451N. Higgins Ave.

WEDDING
A — MINUET SET
His $32.50 Hers $29.50
C — TRAPEZE SET
His $50.00 Hers $45.00

RINGS
B — RIVER-VALLEY SET
His $35.00 Hers $32.50
D — CASCADE SET
His $47.50 Hers $42.50

D avis,

543-4718
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Howard Accepts Fame
In Nonchalant Manner
WASHINGTON (AP) — Frank
Howard’s .348 average is as as
tonishing as his 17 homers. So is
the way he looks at it.
“This is the only business where
you can be a failure seven times
out of 10 and you're still a big
success. Did you ever look at it
that way?” Howard said.
Failure has become noticeably
less frequent for the Washington
Senators’ slugger, who not only
leads the majors in homes and
runs batted in but also tops the
Amerian League in batting.
“Right now the ball is just find
ing holes,” Howard said in an un
convincing argument.
The 272-pound giant’s recordsmashing rampage of 10 homers
last week has obscured the fact
he is hitting singles and doubles,
too.
Suddenly hitting 77 points over

his lifetime average. However con
tends that he is doing nothing dif
ferent this year. But he has moved
a couple of inches closer to the
plate to reach low and outside
curves, and his swing is smoother.
Howard has 22 singles, nine
doubles and a triple to go with
his awesome total of 17 homers,
nearly twice the number of his
closest pursuer in that category in
either league.
He still lists his goal at 35 home
runs this year, but a hint of high
er hopes creeps into his voice
when he discusses his average.
“I would like before I’m through
playing to hit .300 one year, just
one year,” Howard admitted. “How
many people will hit .300 this sea
son? It’s not easy. No more than
two or three in the league at the
most.”

SAE, LAGNAF Score Victories
In IM Tennis Championships

Next UM All-Americans?

4 Members of Tip Track Team
Will Compete in NCAA Finals
Four UM athletes are bound for
the NCAA track and field finals in
Berkeley, Calif., on June 13, 14
and 15. Mike Lyngstad, Columbia
Falls junior, Roy Robinson, Glas
gow sophomore, Tim Stark, Poison
junior, and Willie Jones, Monroe,
Mich., senior will represent UM at
the NCAA meet.
Lyngstad qualified in the javelin
earlier this year with his recordbreaking throw of 239 feet 5
inches. A throw of 226 feet is
needed to qualify.
Stark's conference winning time
of 52.1 seconds in the intermediate
hurdles qualified him for the meet.
A time of 52.6 seconds is required
for this event.
Jones and Robinson each quali
fied in three events. Both qualified
in the 100 and 200-yard dashes.
Jones also qualified in the long
jump and Robinson in the high
hurdles^

John DeWildt and Lee Lev- Saturday. However, Levknecht’s
knecht, of Sigma Alpha Epsilon winning effort wasn’t enough as
teamed up to capture the intra LAGNAF defeated SAE for the
mural tennis doubles event Sun- team championship. Phi Delta
Theta took third, followed by Sig
ma Nu in fourth, and Sigma Phi
LAGNAF will play Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Army ROTC, who tied
Epsilon today for the intra
for fifth.
mural softball championship.
The contest will be played at
the Clover Bowl at 4 p.m.
LAGNAF reached the finals
after a 13-0 shntout over the
Nads yesterday afternoon.
The SPE team edged Sigma
Nu 4-3 to advance to the finals.
Four UM students earned hon
ors in the open weightlifting and
physique
contest held in Spokane
day as they defeated Jim Buck- last weekend.
land and Wes Appelt, also of
Steve
Kline,
a freshman, was
SAE. Sigma Alpha Epsilon out
pointed Sigma Nu to take the team named Mr. Teenage Washington
honors. Phi Delta Theta was third in the contest.
Sophomore Scott Phillips placed
while LAGNAF and Alpha Tau
third in the Mr. Spokane Contest
Omega tied for fourth.
Levknecht was also the singles and Chuck Malhame, a freshman,
champion as he defeated Kelly finished in fourth place.
Evans of Sigma Nu in the finals
Steve Hallock set two records
in the weightlifting competition.
His 255-pound press and 240pound snatch were records but he
scratched in the clean and jerk.
This Weekend TURMELL
DeMAROIS Is Slashing All
Prices. Check These Bays
On Cars You Can Afford!

Music of

SEITZ and SOUNDS

WRA Team
In Kalispell

The WRA track team is in Kalispell today to compete in the state
women’s track and field cham
pionships. The meet will continue
through Saturday.
WRA track director, Mrs. Fran
ces Heppler, said the women win
ning the first three places in their
events will go on to the division
al track meet at Laurel in June.
Women and their events are:
Pam Brandis, 220-yard dash, 880yard run, long jump, and relay;
Peggy Burton, 220-yard dash, re
lay and discus; Kerry Eblen, long
jump, high jump, shot put and re
lay; Pam Hallock, 880-yard run
and relay; Kathy Henry, long
jump, high jump, discus and re
lay; Laura Hodge, javelin; Char
lene Horak, broad jump, javelin,
and relay, and Linda Skiles, relay.
The meet is divided into two
age groups. The first division is
for girls 13-17, and the second class
is an open women’s division for
SHORTEST GAME
entries 14-years old and over.
The shortest game in World Se
Miss Hallock, took fourth place
ries play was the 1 hour 25 minute in the 880-yard run at the Seattle
clash between the Tigers and Cubs .Intercollegiate Track Meet, which
in 1908.
was held a few weeks ago.

4 UM Students
Place in Contest

SALE!

Each ran a 9.4 seconds 100 to they will perform their best of
qualify. A time of 9.6 is needed to the season,” coach Harley Lewis
qualify.
said.
Jones’ time of 20.7 seconds not
only qualified him for the NCAA
but also is tied for the best col
" G E T T IN G
legiate 220 in the nation this year.
Robinson ran a 21.4 seconds 220 at
SM ASHED?"
Ogden, Utah, to meet the qualify
ing standard.
Remember
Robinson also matched the qual
ifying time in the high hurdles at
John
or Dave
Ogden with a 14.2, second place
finish.
543-4828
Jones’ leap of 24 feet 2Yi inches
in the long jump beat the needed
B A IL B O N D S
qualifying distance by 2V5 inches.
$25 - $10,000
“They will be competing against
the best in the nation and I hope

Psychedelic Lights!
Free Popcorn!

NO COVER CHARGE
Call us at 549-9739
and see about re
serving the RED
BARON for a Sun
day Party.

th e RED
BARON
h ig h w a y 9 3 south

The Places
Worth Going Out
of Your Wav For!

'6 5 C h e v ro le t
Chevelle 4 door ^ 1 / yi Q
Stick, 6 cyL___ f 1 0 4 0

'6 5

4 speed, buckets,
all black with
red interior____Y1040

'6 5

— FREE! —

B a rrac u d a

TODAY AND SATURDAY!

Im p a la

FOUR PLASTIC TUMBLERS
With Each Gas Purchase of
Five GaRons or More!
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK!

Convert a spring
break on
ttlTilO
this one_______

' 6 2 C h e v ro le t
Impala, 2 door,
hardtop, stick,
4 OA Q
V8 321_________ f 0 4 0

'6 2

Complete Badminton Set
Net, Poles, Four Rackets,
Shuttlecocks and Zippered Carrier

Ford

Galaxie 4 door, 4 A A Q
nice little car____ f O H O

ALL FOR $2.87

'61 C a d illa c
Convert luxury
plus on
( aqq
this one_______ ^ Y O O

Double Stamps for Students!
MWiMtsaauuawMiwuiw
Of ootTMWfsrfM n n m i

WE HAVE MANY
MANY MORE
TO CHOOSE FROM
CHECK OUR SELECTION
OF LATE MODEL
4-WHEEL DRIVE

Turmell
DeMarois
230 West Main
Downtown Missoula
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Two Locations
111 Orange and the 93 Strip
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THE TINY TEE
•

Miniature Golf—500 a Round!

•

Six New Tandem Bikes—
750 Per Hour!
CHOW DOWN AT THE

DAIRY-GO-ROUND
• The Only Large 150 Order
of Fries in Town!
•

Steak Sandwiches—
Meals in Themselves!

•

Pins a Complete Grill
and Ice Cream Menu!
Turn South on Russell
at Trempers
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C HARLIE

One sport that is never out of season is
sports trivia.
Any number of sports nuts can play. Some
one just hollers out an insigificant question,
such as “What was Hot Rod Hundley’s uni
form number on the Los Angeles Lakers?”
Some learned sports addict will quickly blurt
out “Number 33 in your program, number 1
in your heart,” as Hot Rod used to say.
The game can, and usually does, last for
hours. Soon one’s repertoire of easy ques
tions, such as “Who were the five hitters Garl
Hubbell struck out in succession in the 1934
All-Star game,” are exhausted. (Answer—
Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Jimmy Foxx, A1
Simmons and Joe Cronin) The better trivia
players survive by knowing insignificant facts
about such athletes of lesser fame as ChooChoo Coleman (a former catcher for the
Mets), Faye Throneberry (Ted Williams’ sub
stitute and Marvelous Marv’s brother), Tom
Poholsky (the pitcher the Cubs got for Sad
Sam Jones), Walter Dukes (probably the
worst center in the history of pro basket
ball) and others who will never reach the
Halls of Fame.
A trivia game can be found nearly any
night at nearly any living group or apartment
on campus. Among the players at UM who
have established formidable reputations are
the near-unbeatable trio of James Kastelitz,
Mike Muldown and Bob Stromberg, who have
virtually memorized every issue of Sport
Magazine; Bruce Heidecke, who knows every
thing about the Chicago Cubs from Gabby
Hartnett to Cuno Barragan; Dave Austin,
with his well-rounded knowledge of all
sports, and, all modesty aside, this writer and
Montana high school basketball.
But all of the better trivia players here, or
for that matter anywhere, must take a back
seat to the world’s greatest sports nut, Fred
Imhof, of San Jose, Calif. Imhof collects sport
ing books and magazines like no one else.
- Sports Illustrated reported that a collectors
periodical asked Imhof to describe his collec
tion a few years ago. Imhof obliged, and de
scribed his holdings in these sports: angling,
archery, automobiling, aviation, backgam
mon, badminton, baseball, basketball, bicy
cling, billiards, bobsledding, boccie, bowling,
bridge, bullfighting, canasta, canoeing, check
ers, chess, cock fighting, cricket, croquet,
curling, dog racing, dog sledding, dogs, domi
noes, equestrian, falconry, fencing, field
hockey, field trials, football, golf, gymnasium,
handball, harness racing, horse racing, horse
shoe pitching, hunting, hurling, ice hockey,

h o r s e s

\

Judo Meet Slated for Saturday
The UM judo club Will hold its
second annual invitational meet at
the Men’s Gym on Saturday. The
meet will begin at noon.
Montana’s Bob Bragg will try to
maintain h i s winning streak.
Bragg, the number one man on the
UM team, has won first places in
his division in recent tournaments
in Billings and Great Falls. He

placed eighth in the National Col
legiate Championships in Fort Col
lins, Colo., earlier this season.
A1 Mills, president of the UM
club, said all of the judo clubs in
the Northwest have been invited
to the meet. He expects tough
competition from Eastern Montana
College, because the team has an
instructor who has a black belt.

ice skating, jai alai, jujitsu, lacrosse, lawn
sports, log bucking, log rolling, mahjongg,
marathon, marble shooting, miscellaneous,
motorboating, motorcycling, mountain climb
ing, Olympic Games, pigeon flying, pingpong, pinochle, poker, quoits, racquets, rail
road-train speeding, rodeos, roller polo, roller
skating, rope skipping, roque, rowing, Rugby,
rummy, Russian bank, shooting, skeet shoot
ing, skiing, snowshoeing, soapbox derbying,
soccer, softball, solitaire, squash racquets,
squash tennis, surfboard paddling, swimming,
tennis, track and field, trapshooting, tug of
war, volleyball, water polo, water skiing,
weight lifting, wrestling and yachting. For
the sake of brevity, Imhof omitted some mi
nor sports, which ranged from aquaplaning
2105 South Higgins
to yo-yoing.
Sports Illustrated described his collection:
“The first book Imhof ever bought was Spald
ing’s Official Baseball Guide. Now he has a
TH E SPARKLE
run of the guides back to 1882. He picked up
DRV CLEANING—$1.50 A LOAD
many of them for a dollar or two, a bargain
Rough Dry, Unfolded, 10 Pounds for $1.25
Folded, 10 Pounds $1.40
when one considers that he has been offered
—FINISH LAUNDRY$2,000 for the lot. His football guides go back
NEW
WESTINGHOUSE WASHERS
to 1894. His tennis guides date from 1892, and
Selective Water Temperature Control
the basketball run starts with 1902.”
DRIERS, 104 a Load at
“In addition, Imhof literally has bales of
TH E SPARKLE
other material. . . . He has six complete runs
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
of Sports Illustrated. (Two are for his use,
814 S. Higgins
the others for swapping.) . . . To keep posted
on sports, he subscribes to 87 magazines, rang
ing from Hoof Beats to Western Kennel
World. He has the San Francisco Chronicle |
Missoula’s Most COMPLETE =
sporting green section from 1932 on, and, of
course, one should not overlook the 24,000 |
Selection of
college football programs he has stashed
away.”
|
KNIT SHIRTS
Imhof’s 88,000 magazines, books and pro
SPORT SHIRTS
grams are insured for $40,000. He keeps track g
of all the information with a cross-filing |
DRESS SHIRTS j
system.
He had a radio show on a San Jose station
several years ago and listeners who stumped
him would get a lighter from the sponsor.
Thirteen weeks and no lighters later, the
Open Friday ’til 9 pan. =
sponsor told Imhof it might be best if he = 208 N. Higgins
^ New Colors in Spring and Summer Jeans!
=
would miss occasionally. Sports Illustrated —
reported that Imhof “compromised to the IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH
extent of giving away lighters on unanswer
able questions (Would Jack Dempsey have
FIRST R U N !
beaten Joe Louis?), but it was too late to sal
vage the program.”
KILLERS _______7:15
His collection is open to the public. As he
g
olden hofj\u
told Sports Illustrated, “Anyone can come
HEAT______ 9:05
l o t s SO . MICCIMS
any time and enjoy it with me. The only thing
is I wish I knew who was the bum who took
SPILLS. CHILLS AND
my 1942 Ring Record Book.”

\P fC M C J

at OLSON’S GROCERY

|

A & B Men’s Shop |

HEART-TO-HEART
COLLISION!

"I'ma woman, Ace.
And Ido everything
thatwomen do..."

G-E PO R TA B LE
STEREO

4 SPEAKERS
2 Ten-Inch
2 Three-Inch
Diamond Needle

Model T 8 4 2 Black

BEAUTIFUL
Luggage
Styled
Stereo!

V A N N ’S
A P P L IA N C E — T V — STEREO

1100 SOUTH AVENUE WEST
ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS
Open Monday and Friday Evenings ’Til 9—All Day Saturday
549-4141

NickA d am s

Jeannine Riley *Norman A lden
g S gE-Q
TECHNICOLOR TECHNISCOPE
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7He r e a r L E s s

E m p ir e K iU rE R s
JACK MacGIowMfafl
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Awards Distributed in Many Departments

Students’ Scholarship Hunt Continues
By NANCY MARKS
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
The University holds an Awards
Convocation every year at the end
of spring quarter to honor out
standing students and to give
scholarships totaling several thou
sand dollars.
How do students get these schol
arships? Who sponsors them?
Where should a student get infor
mation about them?
Most scholarships are given for
“academic excellence” and can
not be applied for, according to
Andrew Cogswell, UM dean of stu
dents. However, some are based
on need also.
Students who enter college with
scholarships and maintain grade
point averages of 3.5 or over re
ceive full-benefit U n i v e r s i t y
awards.
Connie Beyers, junior in history
with a 3.94 over-all, came to the
University with a Worthy Scholar
award. She received an Alumni
Scholarship of all fees paid for her
last three years in college based on
grades. She also received an out
standing sophomore award based
on grades and activities from a
national scholastic honorary.
Jim Selway, junior in music with
a 3.7 over-all, also came to school
with a Worthy scholar award
based on high school grades. He
now has a University Honor schol
arship every year, which is a fee
waiver. He also has a scholarship
and a waiver of expenses from the
music department.
Incoming freshmen are offered
the Worthy Scholar Award of $500,
so the University can compete
with out-of-state schools for out
standing Montana high school
graduates. They are also awarded
the Fox scholarships of $250 and
$500, which are based on need.
One high school senior was
awarded th e G e n e r a l Motors
Scholarship this year, which will
pay the student’s entire four years
of college.
Altogether, 86 Montana high
school seniors received $26,500 in
scholarships this year. Many of
these students will be eligible for
further scholarships if they keep
up their grades, Mr. Cogswell said.
For upperclassmen, University
scholarships are available for stu
dents of any major. There are 11
of these scholarships, including
four Buttreys awards given annu-

ally to students in humanities and
social sciences, and. 4 Watkins
awards based on need.
University Honor scholarships,
175 of which were given last year
as fee waivers for students, are
awarded during the summer.
“Everyone with above a 3.3 GPA
is put on a list; then we go down
the list and award as many as we
have money for,” Mr. Cogswell
said. Last year the lowest gradepoint was 3.54 on the University
Honor list. Mr. Cogswell said 180
of these awards will be given this
summer.
Included in all-University schol
arships are “grants-in-aid,” Mr.
Cogswell said. These awards, given
to athletes for instance, are used to
complete loans and work-study.
The grants-in-aid are not paid
back.
Outside organizations, such as
the Elks, give scholarships after in
terviewing students.
“These organizations send appli
cations to me and I advertise them
in the Kaimin,” Mr. Cogswell said.
“Students apply and are inter
viewed by representatives from
the organizations.” In case of too
many applications for one award,
the Student Scholarship and Loan
faculty committee chooses one ap
plication.
Mr. Cogswell said there is a
great problem awarding scholar
ships from the small amounts of
money given to the University as
memorials to individuals. Many
of these memorial awards are re
stricted to a certain student in a
specified major.
“Many of these are only $50
funds,” Mr. Cogswell said. “If they
could be put into the UM Founda
tion for use in three or four large
scholarships, then these small con
tributions would be of more use
to students.”
U n i v e r s i t y departments and
schools also give scholarships. The
business and journalism schools
and the music department offer the
most awards. In comparison, the
College of Arts and Sciences has
very few awards, Mr. Cogswell
said.
There appears to be no standard
by which the schools and depart
ments give their awards scholar
ships.
Education students are notified
FLINT, Mich. (AP) — The of scholarships through the Kaimin
School Board in Burton Town and in their classes, according to
ship, a suburb of Flint, has ruled Elaine White, executive secretary
against firing a 24-year-old sex
education teacher who reportedly
stripped before her all-girl class to
emphasize a point.
The alleged action six weeks
ago by* the unidentified teacher
raised the ire of many parents,
who demanded her dismissal,
along with that of junior high
school Principal C. F. Heidtke.
The Bentley School District
board, meeting in special session
last week, concluded there was in
sufficient evidence to justify dis
missal of the teacher or the princi
pal.
gnr¥nonctcct(ictctct«;t<ic<tc<ccictct<tc^

Sex Class Gets
Graphic Lesson
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“From there I was sent to my ad arships, fellowships and grants was
viser who knew nothing about placed in the Financial Aids of
scholarships and he sent me back fice this week, as a result of the
confusion of information.
to the Financial Aids office.”
Mortar Board, senior women’s
This confusion is caused because
each school and department han honorary, has been compiling the
dles its own scholarships. Conse card file since last fall, Sheila Mc
quently, many awards do not go Donald, head of the filing commit
through the Dean of Students of tee, said.
The University library also has
fice where the general scholarships
of the department. Applications, are handled, according to Mr. an index of all scholarships avail
able
from commercial and govern
Cogswell.
which are based on grade point
A card file of all available schol ment agencies across the nation.
averages of about a 3.0, must in
dicate the student’s need. They are
sorted out by a faculty committee
WES STRANAHAN’S
/S ^ ii
• CHICKEN
made up of two faculty members
and Miss White.
(SS^PTI • SHRIMP
Education scholarships are usu
jn p g • RIBS
ally awarded by organizations,
• FISH
such as the Montana Education
Association, through the education
Don’t (Took
531 So. Higgins
department, Miss White said. The
Tonight Call
faculty committee recommends
ELECTRIC SHAVERS
applications for the scholarships to
TYPEWRITERS-ADDERS
the organizations, she said.
High grade point averages are a
REPAIRING
more important consideration than
PHONE 542-0303
need in many of these scholar
VERIFAX COPIERS
FREE
DELIVERY
ships, she said.
“Often we pass over need in
considering applications for awards
if students’ grades are not high.
We want assurance that the stu
dents will finish school,” she said.
The education department gave
11 scholarships this year ranging
from $50 to $300.
Scholarships are awarded in the
journalism school by vote of the
D I A M O N D
R I N G S
entire faculty, according to Edward
Dugan, associate professor of jour
nalism. Applications are used only
when outside organizations choose
the recipient of the award. Jour
nalism students received 16 schol
arships this year.
In contrast, the business school,
which gave 24 scholarships this
year, chooses all its recipients by
applicants, according to Alvhild
Martinson, head of the scholar
ship 'committee.
The forestry school gives ten
scholarships based on high grades
alone, according to Fred Gerlach,
assistant professor and head of
the scholarship committee. They
are awarded from applications se
lected by a faculty committee.
Other schools and departments
used procedures similar to those
used by the education department
C A P R I ............... ... . FROM > 1 4 5
and the business, journalism and
forestry schools.
Although the deadline for schol
arship applications for most of the
scholarships given on campus is
In the Mall .
. Holiday Village
during winter quarter, many stu
dents who try cannot find infor
mation about scholarships during
the year.
Judy Butte, freshman in Eng
lish, asked for information at the
Financial Aids office.
“The people at the Financial
Aids office sent me to the Dean of
Students office,” Miss Butte said.

Even the scholars are confused about where to go for finan
cial help at the University. In her investigations, the Kaimin’s
Nancy Marks learned that hunting down scholarships can he
a time-consuming sport for more than one harried student. . . .

The Gardner Millers
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Associated Students’
Store

University Center To Be Forested, Wet
By JULIE PARKER
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
The “Copper Commons,” “Gold
Oak Room,” and the “skip-a-step
cafeteria” will all be familiar
places to UM students by this time
next year.
They are part of the $3.5 million
University Center to be opened in
October. Eighty-five per cent com
pleted, the Center has been en
closed in glass and is being deco
rated in earth tones.
The builders are using many
Montana products. The stone used
on some of the walls and around
the fireplace in the third floor
lounge was quarried north of Great
Falls. The tiles on the ground floor
and in the mall were made from
clay found near Alberton.
Ray Chapman, student union
director, said that when the Cen
ter is completed students will be
able to enjoy the “shopping center
concept of a student center,” which
the Director of the Food Service,
Robert Blakely, talked about dur
ing a tour of the complex Tuesday.

Glassed Mall
Students will walk past a foun
tain and through a group of trees
to reach the front entrance. Run
ning through the center of the
building is a mall, glassed in on
the sides and covered with an
opaque glass dome.
Trees will be growing in four
large planters. Tables and chairs
will be scattered around where
students can enjoy snacks avail
able at an adjacent snack bar.
The mall will be heated the year
LARGEST SCORE EVER
The largest score in a World
Series game was the New York
Yankees’ 18-4 victory over the
New York Giants in 1936. The
game also provided the largest
winning margin in Series play.

around by sunlight coming through
the glass dome as well as by floor
heating.
For students with a more sub
stantial meal in mind there is the
replacement for the Lodge grill,
the Copper Commons. About three
times as large as the Grill, the
Commons will provide students
with the “skip-a-step” cafeteria
system, according to Mr. Blakely.
Also used by the University of
Mississippi, this system employs
four food counters; one each for
cold foods, beverages, hot foods
and broiled foods. This facilitates
faster service. And if students are
in the Commons for just a quick
drink, there is another counter
where most beverages can be ac
quired in a hurry.

The perimeter of the Commons
will be carpeted, and the inner
area tiled. The room is enclosed by
floor-to-ceiling windows, and will
be oak paneled. A covered patio
with tables and chairs leads from
the Commons.
Although most dorm residents
will continue to eat in the Lodge,
Aber Hall residents will eat in the
Center’s Gold Oak Room. As in
much of the Center, the room is
wool carpeted. Alternating panels
of oak and gold colored glass will
give the room a warm glow.
Mr. Blakely, Lodge Space Allo
cation Chairman, said students
who will be living in future dorms
built on the Mt. Sentinel side of
the campus will also eat in the
Center. He said the Lodge’s Treas-

ure State Room, Cascade Room
and Grill will be used for residence
hall dining, with the College Inn
serving as a Food Service storage
area. Space occupied by the pres
ent bookstore may be used for a
speech and hearing clinic, and
other available space will probably
be used for administration pur
poses, he said.
The new Center will provide a
banquet service and a large, car
peted dining room. According to
Mr. Blakely, this dining room will
be comparable to a dining room
in a fine hotel. Good silver will be
used and the room will contain
plush furniture.
Near the banquet room is an
enormous ball room which also
will be equipped with a projection

room. Mr. Blakely estimated that
1,500 persons could be fed in the
room, 2,500 could be seated, and
that 2,000 persons could dance in
the room.
The Associated Student Store
will also be housed in the Center.
The open shelf, open stack store
will occupy nearly 17,000 square
feet—three times the present area
—and will be completely carpeted.
Other features of the Center are
a sunken conversation pit, an art
gallery, two music listening rooms,
10 Brunswick bowling lanes, 19
billiard tables, and table tennis fa
cilities.

Coed Cherie Gordon Roughs It
Living in 1949 Station Wagon
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
Living in a creaky 1949 model sta
tion wagon Cherie Gordon, a 21year-rold college, coed, says she
keeps expenses down.
“Every night I look for a new
parking place,” says Miss Gordon,
who calls her mobile home “Old
Green Moose.”
“I try to find a place where
there are no.bright lights, in some
residential area under lots of shady
trees. Sometimes you have to drive
an hour to find one.”
Although her father worries,
Miss Gordon insists she is “per
fectly safe.” She is a junior ma
joring in physical education at
Sacramento State College.
She explained Wednesday: “I
usually study on the campus until
after midnight, and there’s never
anyone on the streets when I park
this Old Green Moose. I sleep in
my gym clothes and at 6:30 every

morning I just hop right into the
front seat and I drive off.”
Besides, Miss Gordon said “the
window panels are high and no
one would ever suspect a girl is
sleeping inside.”
She showers every morning at
the college gymnasium, and can
even set her hair before an 8 a.m.
class. She keps her clothes in her
gym locker, and “really it’s all
very convenient.”
For cooking, Miss Gordon stows
a Japanese grill amid her mattress,
books and tennis racket in the
cluttered rear portion of the car.
A lounge chair is propped against
the interior side of the vehicle.
“I can get along very nicely
without much money,” Miss Gor
don said. “I spend about $35 a
month — and most of that is for
gas.”
Miss Gordon’s father, a retired
Air Force Sergeant, lives 45 miles

away in Fairfield.
“My father is constantly saying
I’m off my rocker. He says, ‘You’re
nuts but you’ve got guts.’ But he
wants me to finish my education,
and we just don’t have enough
money to do it another way,” she
said.
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THE UM ARMY ROTC CORPS OF CADETS AND K-DETTES
presents
In Concert

THE UNITED STATES ARMY FIELD BAND
and featuring the U.S. Army

SOLDIER’S CHORUS
with a 1966 University of Montana
Graduate in Music

One of America’s finest musical organizations currently on tour
of the United States from Washington D. C.

Only One Performance in Missoula

This Saturday, May 25th, at 8 p.m.
in the UM Field House

Specialist Bill Stephens

ADMISSION IS FREE
Friday, May 24, 1968
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Concerning
made with AWS representatives
by Monday noon. The cost for res
ervations is 75-cents.
Mrs. Robert Cole, professor of
anthropology at Washington State
University, will speak on women’s
rights.
• L.D.S. will sponsor a barbe
cue to honor graduating seniors at
the LUthern Center, 532 Univer
sity, at 5:30' p.m. Sunday.
• The U.S. Army Field Band
will perform in the Adams Field
House Saturday at 8 pjn. The ad
mission-free performance will be
sponsored by Army ROTC. Wil
liam C. Stephens, UM music grad
uate, will perform with the band.
• The UM Physical Plant has
recommended the acceptance of
the bid made by Merritt Cass and
Sons, Missoula, to convert the ice
skating rink into a ceramics fa
cility for the fine arts school.
Merritt Cass and Sons were the
low bidders for the job, with a
bid of $37,760. The highest of the
seven bids submitted was $44,445.
• Dr. D. F. Root, research man
ager for the Weyerhaeuser Co.,
will be the guest speaker during a
UM forestry products seminar
May 31 at 11 a.m. in room 206 of
the Forestry Building.
Mr. Root will speak about “Cur
rent Research Interests in the For
est Products Industry.”
• Students interested in work
ing In the summer student am
bassador program should call Bill
Schaffer, 549-9072, or Gary Thogersen, 243-2076. Students are
needed in the program to talk to
future UM students during the
summer to tell them about regis
tration, clothes to bring and uni
versity life, Schaffer said.
Schaffer suggested ambassadors
see high school guidance coun
selors and principals to help them
meet future UM students. He
added that bid class schedules,
catalogs and “M Books” would be
useful in discussions.
• The Warm Springs Visitation
and Seminar Project group will
hold a weiner roast this week.
Interested persons should meet at
the UCCF house, 430 University,
at 9:30 a.m. Saturday or call 2434279.
• Silent Sentinel, senior men’s

• The newly initiated Spurs,
members of the sophomore wom
en's honorary, elected the follow
ing women as officers for the 196869 school year: Kimberly Rice,
president; Andy Malyevac, vice
president; Mary Fran Wierzbinski, secretary; Claudia Olson,
treasurer; Carol Larson, song
leader; Connie Reveil, editor and
Lolly Summerside, usher chair
man.
• Kappa Psi, pharmaceutical
fraternity, will sponsor a “car
bash” in the Baby Oval starting
today at 11 a.m.
• All applicants for Sentinel
associate editor, Sentinel photog
rapher, and Garret business man
ager must have their applications
in at the Lodge desk by 4 p.m.
Tuesday. Applicants will appear
before Publications Board in the
Activities Room of the Lodge at
4 pjn. Tuesday.
• The film “McLuhan” will be
shown at the Downstairs Coffee
House, 429 University, tonight at
10 p.m. The Coffee House will close
for the summer Saturday.
• The AWS Senior Dessert,
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Territo
rial Rooms, will be open to all
senior women, their parents and
friends. Reservations must be

CL A S S I F I E D

ADS

Each line (5 words average)
first Insertion
Each consecutive Insertion.
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding
publication
PHONE 243-493Z
ELECTRIC TYPING or term papers,
theses, etc. Fast, accurate, reasonable.
54-7245.________________ ________ 105-4C
TYPING. Mrs. Homer Williamson, 235
Dearborn Ave., phone 549-7818. 69-tic

TYPING. 543-8733.
TYPING. 549-6738.___________ 103-7c

8. HELP WANTED
STEADY BABY SITTER wanted June
17, 7:30 to 5:30 pjn. Infants 3 to 7. Your
home or mine. Phone 8-8207. 105-7c

10. TRANSPORTATION
Need "two riders to share expenses to
MEXICO CITY for summer school. Call
Jim, 543-7781.
106-3C
RIDE NEEDED TO SAN FRANCISCO
or Southern California, late final week.
Call 2529 or 2194.____________105-4c
FREE REDE AVAILABLE TO SAN
FRANCISCO, June 10. 543-8734, evenlngs.
103-80

CALLING U
TODAY
AWS Senate, 4 p.m., Knoi
Hall Lounge.

18. MISCELLANEOUS
DATES, LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT? Take your date on a
romantic walk along the enchanted
path of MOTHER GOOSE LAND. Lolo.
Visit the Treasure House of gifts and
souvenirs.________ ._________108-2c

Traffic Board

21. FOR SALE
BELL HELMET. $15. 609 Ford,
COMPLETE SET OF SCUBA GEAR.
Reasonable price._549-3041.____l08-2c
FLOOR LENGTH WEDDING GOWN,
size 12. $25, 9-4982.
69 BUICK ELECTRA $400 or offer. 2434642. Ask for Gene Atherton.
107-3c
1960 PONTIAC CATALINA, Good Condltlon. Call Tom at 9-9722._____107-3c
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE on Woodworth available July 1. Call 549-0133
after June 15 after 4 p.m.______ 107-3c
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHE
DELIC, ski posters and buttons. If we
don’t have them, then you don’t want
them. Send for free samples and list.
MADAM BUTTERFLY’S GIFT SHOP,
4609 E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado 80220.
___________________
65-tfc
LARGE HOME, East Rattlesnake, one
acre fruit trees and garden. Five bed
rooms, two baths. Available August 15.
549-2879 or 243-4292._____106-3c
*66 DATSUN 1600 CONVERTIBLE. Ex
cellent condition. Must sell by June 9.
Call 549-0031 or 549-6671 after 500 pjn.
______
106-3c
FIBERGLASS KAYAK. 543-5875. 104-Sc
T.V.’s, new and used. Stereos, taps re
corders, radios, guitars. Sales and guar
anteed service, Koskl T. V., 541 So. Hlg41-tfc
gins Ave.______________
1967 OLDS 4-4-2, power steering, white
vinyl top, good rubber. $2,900. Contact
Bob Morns, 1819 Floweree, Helena,
Mont, Phone 443-3721.________ 102-7c

Five UM students were fined by
Traffic Board yesterday.

Robert Balyeat, $10 fine, failure to
register vehicle and no parking viola
tions.
Lemuel Henry Elway, $14 fine, no
decal and no parking violation.
Martha Devot, $2 fine, not transferlng
decal.
Carmen Monaco, $13 fine, no decal
and late fee.
Robert Skaggs, $9 fine, no decal on
second car ana parking violation.

22. FOR RENT

SHARE HOUSE with separate bed
rooms for this summer. Males, ca. $30
per month. 2 blocks from campus.
549-0733.
108-2c
HOUSE TO SHARE NEXT YEAR. Three
girls needed. Set price of $55 pays all
except food. Separate bedrooms. Call
9-6254 or 243-2323 for Information. Nec
essary to make arrangements now, as
I will be gone through September.

25. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
STUDENTS: Earn while you learn.
Part-time contact work, pays good
money and starts you earning quicker.
Phone 9-5753.
8 — MONTANA KAIMIN ★ ★
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U
honorary, will tap new members
at an SOS tonight at 7:30 on the
steps of Main Hall.
• There will be a picnic for
foreign students and host families
Saturday from 2:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
at area A picnic ground in Pattee
Canyon. Persons needing trans
portation should meet at the UCCF
house at 2 p.m.
'•
• Psi Chi, psychology honorary,
picnic will be Sunday at 2 p.m.
All psychology faculty, graduate
students and majors may attend.
Directions to the picnic area can
be obtained in the psychology of
fice.
• Applications fo r Montana
Legislative Internships are due
Saturday at the political science
department. The internship pro
gram is jointly sponsored by the
UM political science department
and the Montana Legislative Coun
cil.
Persons desiring further infor
mation are asked to see Ellis Wal
dron or Douglas Chaffey in the
political science department.
• The annual physical educa
tion breakfast for all majors and
minors will be today at 6:30 a.m.
• The annual picnic for all
speech pathology majors will be
today at 4 pm. at Richard Boehmler’s ranch. Persons wishing fur
ther information call the speech
pathology clinic ,243-4131.
• All personal bowling equip
ment, including balls and shoes,
must be removed from the UM
bowling alley by May 31.
• Program Council is sponsor
ing two films concerning Negro
and Indian racial problems Sun
day at 8 pm. in J 304.
The films are “Some of My
Best Friends are White,” and “The
Pride and the Shame.” Admission
will be 50 cents.
• The film titled “What Makes
Sammy Run?” will be shown at
the Lutheran center tonight at
7:-30.

Concert Band
To Premiere
Original Work
The Concert Band will premier
“Giants of the Earth” a composi
tion written by Donald Johnson
associate professor of music, at a
free concert Sunday at 3 pm. in
the University Theater.
The UM Distinguished Service
Band Award for 1968 will also be
presented at the concert. The
award is given to a high school
band director selected by a vote of
state band directors. The winner of
the award will be a guest conduc
tor for a selection of his choice.
The 51-piece band is conducted
by Butler Eitel, associate profes
sor music and director of bands.
The assistant conductor is Bruce
Schwartz, graduate assistant from
Watford City, North Dakota.

750 Seniors To Graduate
More than 750 UM seniors will
be graduated during commence
ment exercises June 9.
Graduation figures will not be
completed until final week, Leo
Smith, registrar, said, because last
minute changes have to be made.
Graduates will not receive di
plomas during the ceremonies, Mr.
Smith said, because spring quarter
grades will not be tallied by grad
uation. The Registrar’s Office will
begin sending out diplomas by
July 1, he said.
Commencement activities will
begin Friday after the Memorial

Day vacation with the Prizes and
Awards Convocation in the Uni
versity Theater.
Commissioning exercises for the
ROTC departments will be held
in the Music Recital Hall. Army
ROTC commissioning will be June
8 and Air Force ROTC commis
sioning will be June 11.
The University will sponsor a
reception for graduates and their
parents in the Yellowstone Room
of the Lodge at 5:30 p.m. June 8.
The reception will be followed by
a commencement dinner at 6:30 in
the Cascade room. The public is
invited to both.

Army Band—May 25
UM Concert Band—May 26

ATTENDING THE CONCERTS?
Afterwards, Practice the Art
of Fine Dining at . . .

MI NG’S

We Feature 12 Chow Mein Plates,
12 Styles of Chop Suey, 8 Egg Foo Young Dishes
7 Kinds of Noodles, 6 Fried Rice Combinations
4 Chinese Dinners, Exotic Curries,
Appetizers and Soups, As Well As
Cantonese and American Entrees

University of Montana
Missoula, Montana
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Experts talk money, chide press
Editor’s Note: This week the Montana Kaimin presents the last part of a three-part article on
the recent seminar titled "Economic Policy and the Montana Press” which was held at UM. The
seminar was co-sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and the School of
Journalism.
Clement Van Nice, Vice President, Helena branch, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis,
this week explains how Federal Reserve policy affects commercial banks and explains in
greater detail several of the tools used by the Federal Reserve system to implement its policy.
The last speaker on the agenda was Willard C. Rappleye Jr., editor of the American Bank
er, a publication which describes itself as the “only daily banking newspaper.” Mr. Rappleye
travels throughout the country talking with the management of banks. Before that he was na
tional economic correspondent for Time magazine. Mr. Rappleye stated at the seminar that
there is a communications gap at the highest level concerning economics and that the working
press is not as alarmed as it should be. In this article he tells why he thinks business and eco
nomic reporting could have great potential in the average American newspaper.
By TROY HOLTER
Montana Kaimin Feature Editor
Clement Van Nice’s talk was
aimed primarily at newsmen rath
er than economists. He.began by
reviewing several of the points
made by the speakers before him.
First he clarified the difference
between monetary and fiscal poli
cy. Monetary policy is the province
of the Federal Reserve system
headed by William McChesney
Martin, while fiscal policy gener
ally is under the aegis of the
Treasury Department and Henry
Fowler.
Secondly, monetary policy as far
as the United States is concerned,
means Federal Reserve policy.
Thirdly, both policies have cer
tain objectives: 1. Stable price lev
el and sustained rate of economic
growth, 2. high employment, 3.
reversal in the unfavorable bal
ance of payments trend and 4. de
fense of the American dollar.
Mr. Van Nice also reviewed
several general tools used by the
Federal Reserve in implementing
its policies: the discount rate,
changing of reserve requirements
and open market operations.
Mr. Van Nice explained that
bank reserves meant cash held by
banks. If a bank is a member of

the Federal Reserve system it is
required by law to keep a certain
percentage of its money on re
serve. Banks which are not mem
bers of the Federal Reserve usual
ly have to keep reserves under
state statutes. Reserves also can
be in the form of deposits in larg
er banks.

Excess reserves
Those reserves required by law
are called legal reserves. This
money is immobilized and cannot
be used to expand bank credit. All
banks however, in addition to their
required reserves, usually have
some money called ‘‘excess re
serves” with which they can play
around. The banks can lend this
money out or invest it. This in
creases bank deposits and there
fore total money supply.
Mr. Van Nice said that excess
reserves are very powerful dollars
because a given amount of excess
reserves can support a much larg
er amount of bank credit and bank
deposits.

Jules Feiffer
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example of the Christmas rush
period when people take a lot of
the money out of the banking sys
tem and this reduces reserves. Aft
er Christmas the money usually
comes back and reserves are in
creased. The banking system has
little control over this.
The only time reserves are ac
tually added to in total is when
the Treasury Department puts out
new money and this will add
somewhat to reserves provided it
does not immediately go into the
public’s pocket.
Mr. Van Nice said there were
two ways in which the banking
system can obtain reserves: im
portation of gold to the United
States or the extension of Federal
Reserve credit.

Newsworthy
Individual banks will acquire
excess reserves either by paying a
higher interest rate than their
competitors or by giving better
customer service.
According to Mr. Van Nice
banks do not really want deposits
as such because deposits are money
they owe to the customer and few
people want to incur debts. What
banks desire most is the asset side
of the coin; .the cash that comes in
from these deposits because it is
these which create excess reserves.
Another way to gain reserves is
to sell investments or loans. A
third way is to borrow money,
either from a larger commercial
bank or from some other source
such as Federal Reserve banks.
The banking system as a whole
cannot increase its reserves by
getting more deposits, Mr. Van
Nice said, because as one bank
gets more deposits, another bank
loses them. The whole system
only has a certain number of de
posits for which they can compete.
The same is also true of selling in
vestments or loans.
One important factor in obtain
ing reserves is the money in cir
culation. Mr. Van Nice used the

The tools work in reverse also.
If gold goes out, as it has been
for the last several years, this re
duces the reserves. The only oth
er way to get reserves then is from
the Federal Reserve system which
creates reserves when it extends
credit, either by lending to banks
or buying securities on the open
market.
The situation in the last year,
Mr. Van Nice said, is that the Fed
eral Reserve has had to create
enough credit not only to offset
the flow of gold but also take care
of the normal requirements of an
expanding economy.
Mr. Van Nice explained the dis
count rate as one of the Federal
Reserve’s general tools. This is the
rate which was raised from five
to five and one-half per cent on
April 19, 1968, the highest rate at
which it has been in the last 39
years.
From a news standpoint, he said,
this is probably the most dramatic
action the Federal Reserve can
take because it is the most news
worthy. It is a definite action and
is something on which a news
man can hang a story.
The first reaction of a news

man would probably be to go to his
local banker and find out how
the action of the Federal Reserve,
in altering the discount rate, is
going to effect the local money
situation.
The local bank, Mr. Van Nice
said, will probably say that it will
have some general effect over the
country but it isn’t going to effect
his bank very much or at least
immediately. If the banker is hon
est, Mr. Van Nice said, he will
probably say he doesn’t know; not
an unreasonable answer, just a
truthful one.
Although an increase in the
discount rate means tighter money
there are local factors more im
portant to the local bank than the
discount rate such as crop condi
tions, livestock prices, demand in
Montana for copper and lumber,
strikes and general business con
ditions. The local banker is more
likely to look at what his com
petitor is doing when he decides to
raise or lower interest rates, Mr.
Van Nice said.
The major importance of a
change in the discount rate is that
it is a signal but it actually affects
relatively few banks. It affects
those banks which are members
of the Federal Reserve system and
of those members, only those who
are borrowing.

Reserve change
In the Ninth Federal Reserve
District, Mr. Van Nice said, there
are 494 member banks, only 89 of
which borrowed even once during
the whole year. The discount rate,
therefore, is usually not as impor
tant as it might appear even
though it makes a good news story
sometimes.
A second general tool is the
change in reserve requirements.
The change affects only existing
reserves. It does not create new
reserves or extinguish old ones,
but merely locks up more of the
(Continued on Page 10)
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Rappleye criticizes journalists
for poor coverage of business
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(Continued from page 9)
existing reserves, or it releases
some of them if the reserve rate
is lowered.
This action is more important
than the discount rate because it
does effect all member b a n k s
usually, with only a few excep
tions. It is a more powerful tool
but does not lend itself to news
stories as well.
Willard Rappleye Jr., spoke on
what he thought the point of the
seminar was: to focus the respon
sibility of the press in reporting
and educating voters on economic
matters.
Mr. Rappleye contends there is
immense potential for good report
ing in the economic field. He ad
mitted he spoke from a perspec
tive different from that of a news
man in that he was the editor of a
highly specialized financial daily.
Business editors, he said, are also
in a constant battle to get their
stories on the front page.

Business oriented
He said the newspaper reader
has gone through some changes.
Although the reader has not come
to focus sharply on business'news
and skip the political news and
ball scores in the process, he is
reading business news more than
ever before and he will spend more
time doing so if he has better
stories to read.
The average newspaper has be
come more consciously economics
oriented or business oriented, he
said. Bankers are being sought
after for general opinions on the
affairs of the day more than ever
before.
Mr. Rappleye’s claim is that eco
nomics and finance have become
big news and that people want to
know what is going on in the fields
of gold, taxes, interest rates, rural
deterioriation, urban blight, labor,
automation, regional development
and industrial aid bonds.
People are forcing the hands of
politicians and they may be exert-

ing a profound influence on the
Vietnam war and ultimately the
U.S. position in the world, he said.
Although the average citizen may
not have a precise grasp on the
import of economic issues, he is
nevertheless aware of them and
probably would respond to being
better informed about them.
According to Mr. Rappleye edi
tors of most newspapers do not see
the opportunity for business re
porting and even some who do are
not turning out to be very suc
cessful. It will probably take a
severe wrench in the way things
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ffWilliam McChesney Martin wants
desperately to call attention to the
current economic situation so he
goes to the editors to do it. He
does not believe the working press
is as alarmed as it should be

tive aides would prepare men better fo r responsible roles
in society. As attorney general I would advocate proven
work-release programs in which selected prisoners work
outside during the day and return to prison a t n ig h t
Such programs train men and lead them to fu ll-tim e jobs.
Discharge o f a prisoner often depends on whether he
has employment and holding even 60 men in prison 6
extra months to await jobs costs Montana taxpayers
$150,000.00.”

KiofM Pd- Pol. Adv. by. Daly for Attorney General Club,
Harriet J. Hatley, Great Falls, Montana, Secretary
. ^
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have always been done in most
newspapers, he said, before news
papers will take an aggressive ap
proach to the problem.
Mr. Rappleye said one of the
major deterrents to good economics
and business reporting is the young
kids who come to a paper forever
wanting to' cover the sports and
the “old timers” who have lost
their fire and who cannot do an
adequate job.

‘Puff pieces’
One of the reasons for the apathy
among young journalists is that
they know the business section of
the paper is not given much status
in the pecking order of news
papers.
Mr. Rappleye also criticizes the
newspapers where “puff pieces”

STAR OF THE

are commissioned without concern
for reader interest, let alone edi
torial integrity, and which have
created a stuffy climate for the
kind of enthusiasm that business
reporting requires.
One reason a paper might do
well to give its business reporting
operation a face lift is that busi
ness men are problem solvers by
nature, Mr. Rappleye said, and it
therefore makes good editorial
sense to describe some of the prob
lems they face and then follow
them as they solve their problems.
In this way an editor gets a con

■**

tinuing story onto which he can
add chapters.
Another aspect of business re
porting which could be developed
is the reporting of local news as
part of a bigger picture. The aver
age reader is aware that Washing
ton or Helena is up to things that
might help or hurt him in business
and he wants to know what they
are and how they affect him.
If a town is sweating out an air
port expansion or if a community
is trying to use an industrial reve
nue bond to attract a new factory,
discussions of those who make the
decisions would make fascinating
reading according to Mr. Rappleye.
The factor of relevance is very
important. If the reader, as a tax
payer, businessman or simple in
habitant of a community, can be
told what it all means, he is likely
to respond better to the bearer of
economic and business news.
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GATES OPEN AT 8:45 P.M.

i Excitement! Adventure
I under the
sea!

THE PERFECT
ADULT S P O R T S BIKE!

A Shocker! . . . You’ll Never Forget!

• 10 speed derailleur
gears
• Sports style
handlebars
• Front and rear
handbrakes
• Twin-Stlk gearshift
controls™

CENTURY-RK

More and more action-minded adults
are turning to cycling as their answer
to the need for a regular exercise
program. It’s fun I And it’s healthyl
Stop in and let us show you the com
plete Schwinn line of new lightweight
bicycles designed for the mature
rider. As your Franchised Schwinn
C ydery we have factory trained ex
perts to help you choose your new
Schwinn and properly adjust it so
you can get the mod out of your
cycling days ahead.
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Babcock-James battle continues
By GARY LANGLEY
Montana Kaimin
Associate Editor
Gov. Tim Babcock and Lt. Gov.
Ted James appear to have only
two things in common: both are
Republicans and both want to be
governor during the next four
years.
•
The two have disagreed —some
times loudly and publicly — on
nearly every major issue that has
emerged during the last four years.
But since the two men have
filed for Babcock’s job, James’
opponents have even tried to put a
damper on his party affiliation. He
has been labled from a moderate
to raging liberal Republican to a
quasi-Democrat and a traitor to
the Republican party.
James said he is running for
Babcock’s job because he is “not
satisfied as far as the Republican
party is concerned.”
He said in an interview in Mis
soula recently that he does not
think the GOP has taken the ini
tiative under the Babcock admin
istration in areas of taxation, tour
ism and industry.
And the 48-year-old lieutenant
governor is quick to discount ru
mors to the effect that he is not a
Republican.
The soft-spoken candidate for
governor simply replies, “I will be
willing to compare records with
any Republican in the state.” Then
he adds, “So far, none have asked
me.”
Some political observers have
contended that James is sacrific
ing his entire political career by
running against an incumbent gov
ernor who is popular within his
own party.
But James is hoping Montana’s

NOW

electorate will make certain he
sacrifices nothing.
“I think I can beat him,” James
said. “I think I can win a general
election. I don’t think he can.”
James, a reserved man with
greying hair, is a conservative
dresser. But don’t let his choice
of clothes fool you. He is not one
bit conservative in his attacks on
Montana’s 48-year-old chief exec
utive.
“I am going to attack him just
as hard as I can in areas where he
has neglected, ignored and pursued
the wrong course of action,” James
said. Gov. Babcock, of course, is
the favorite for the GOP nomina
tion.
In addition to his popularity
within the party, as governor, he
is the state’s GOP leader.
But James has made a habit of
entering a race as an underdog
and emerging the victor through
out his political career.

Startling upsets
The first tifne was in 1950 when
he. became Cascade County’s first
Republican county attorney in 26
years.
James said he was elected by
appealing to independents and
Democrats and admits that this
appeal will have to become even
greater if he is to become the
GOP nominee for governor.
In 1964, the Great Falls lawyer
pulled a startling upset within the
GOP ranks. James decided he
wanted to be lieutenant governor
in spite of Republican party of
ficials who were partial to Frank
Hazelbaker.
James, then 44, resigned his po
sition on the Montana Highway
Commission and ran anyway. In a
five-man race James beat Hazel-

THROUGH

baker by 501 votes. He headed
the other three candidates by at
least a 7-1 margin.
He beat Democrat Richard Bottomly, another Great Falls lawyer,
in the general election by 4,825
votes — another James, .triumph
that wasn’t decided until nearly all
the votes had been counted.
In contrast, the outgoing resi
dent of the governor’s mansion
seldom has had to fight from the
bottom. He was favored to win
in 1964, and is favored again this
year. Rated an underdog when he
ran for Sen. Lee Metcalf’s seat two
years ago, he lost.
He said in a recent interview
that he will fight the battle for the
GOP nomination defensively. “I’m
going to campaign on my admin
istration,” he said.
He particularly — and proudly
—points to his proposed sales tax
and his allotments to the state Uni
versity system.
It appears as if the BabcockJames team began to separate in
1965 when the governor was tour
ing the Orient and the lieutenant
governor was occupying the gov
ernor’s office. A vacancy on the
Montana Railroad and Public
Service Commission was created
when member John R. Holmes
died Oct. 22 in an automobile ac

cident while Babcock was on the
tour.
James appointed Ernest Steele of
Great Falls who had been the
GOP nominee for the job in 1964.
Babcock wanted to make his
own appointment.
James described the appoint
ment as one of the “more drama
tic” disagreements between him
self and the chief executive. James
said Steele was qualified for the
job, and the rightful heir under a
Republican administration. “He
was deserving of it,” James said
during a recent interview.

Appointment rift
Babcock had James Patten, a 35year-old lawyer and a member of
his office staff, in mind for the
$10,000 per year job.
Babcock said he had asked
James not to make the appoint
ment until he returned from the
Orient.
James said he did not think
Patten was qualified for the job.
But even before the Orient tour,
there was something in the air
about a Babcock-James rift.
Just before he left, Gov. Bab

cock asked James to sign a procla
mation for United Nations Im
provement Day. James, a support
er of the United Nations, refused.
The governor has refused to pro
claim United Nations Day since
he took office. “I didn’t think he’d
do it, but I thought I’d ask,” the
governor was quoted as saying.
“I’ll be damned if I’d issue such
a thing over my name,” James
quickly replied. The governor is
sued the proclamation himself.
It was during this period that
Babcock was considering running
for Sen. Metcalfs seat. But poli
tical observers and writers be
gan concluding there was a mad
Tim Babcock in Helena — a Tim
Babcock so mad that he would not
run for the Senate so he wouldn’t
have to turn the governorship over
to James if he won. Babcock
scoffed at the contention and ran
for the Senate in 1966. He lost by
more than 16,000 votes.
More recently the two men have
taken different paths concerning
a sales tax for Montana.
The governor in his 1967 State
of the State message told members
of the legislature that needed rev
enue could only be raised by a
sales tax. The proposal met strong
opposition from the Democrats,
(Continued on Page 12)
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Babcock-James battle gains force
(Continued from Page 11)
who dealt death to an eventual
sales tax bill.
The Democrats proposed that
the bill be put to a public vote.
When Babcock saw his proposal
was doomed to defeat he also said
the public should decide.
James still is definitely against
the sales tax that was proposed
in the last legislature. He claims
it was "hastily contrived and pre
pared.” But although he appears
to be against a sales tax, James al
so seems to be giving up some
ground.
Two weeks ago he told the UM
Young Republicans that he would
"sign any bill the legislature
passed” concerning major taxation
—and that would include a sales
tax.
While Babcock is content to
"run on my administration,”
James has traveled throughout the
state making such attractive pro
posals as a permanent tax com
mission, a state department of ur
ban affairs, and a task force of
Montana business, political, edu
cational and labor leaders who
will look into the possibility of
bringing small industry to the
state.

Then two years later, Babcock
ran against Metcalf while still re
siding in the governor’s mansion.
Then it was Bottomly’s turn to
take over Babcock’s 1964 position.
He recalled Babcock's "outrag
eous indignation” in 1964, and said
"we find the governor’s carefully
contrived act of indignation in
1964 has turned into the most bla
tant political hypocrisy as he
adapts the office of governor as a
stepping stone for his own per
sonal ambitions.”
James, who would have become
governor if Babcock had won the
election, defended Babcock. "You
will be doing your community,
your state and your nation a great
service when you send Tim Bab
cock to the U.S. Senate,” he said.
He called the governor "truly a
man of action and real ability.”
As Babcock campaigns for an
other term in the statehouse,
there is a bit of speculation in the
wind that he may foresake the
governorship if he is re-elected.
Some observers — and Democrats
—say the governor may leave
Montana for a cabinet position if
Richard Nixon is successful in his
presidential bid. Others say he may
take a shot at Sen. Mike Mans
field’s seat in 1970.
Babcock pleads “not guilty” on
both counts.
“They’re just going to have to
believe me,” he said in an inter
view. “By vote they told me that
they don’t want me to quit in the
middle of a term and I will abide
by their wishes.” He said he ran
for the Senate in 1966 because
“people encouraged me.”
The Tim Babcock during ses
sions of the legislature has been
described by some legislators as a
man who wants everything done
his way. Some point to the 1967
session which went into overtime.

iPoor politician9
But the governor has had other
troubles during the past eight
years. As some observers have been
quick to point out, he has been
a "poor politician” at times.
His first "mistake” was in 1964
when he was trying for his first
full term as governor. He assailed
Bottomly for not resigning his po
sition as district judge while he
campaigned against James for lieu
tenant governor.

James has a solution for this by
proposing that the legislature meet
every year; Babcock said the time
will come when it will have to
meet annually.
The governor, answering criti
cism that he will not accept a com
promise, says that an administra
tor should never try to hurt his
cause by condoning something the
opposite of what he wants. But he
should respect the “rights and priv
ileges” of members of the other
party. “I’m a Republican, period,”
James says, “but I listen to the
other side of things too.”

Truck driver
James said he has always re
spected the wishes of members of
both parties. He said in the last
legislative session he had a par
ticularly good working relationship
with a man he may face in the
general election, Senate Majority
Leader Eugene Mahoney, who is
running for the Democratic nomi
nation for governor.
"The Senate moved like clock
work,” he said.
Both men enjoy associating
themselves with the "common
man.”
James points out that he has
worked as a laboring man and has
belonged to several unions.
And, it is no secret that Bab
cock, whose formal education
ended when he graduated from
Glendive High School, used to
drive a truck for a living.
So far neither man has sup
ported a candidate, for lieutenant
governor.
It was not a surprise last winter
when, both men announced their
respective candidacies for gover

nor, but if Babcock would have
ma d e his announcement six
months earlier a few political ob
servers might have decided an
other line of work suited them bet
ter.
When the legislature adjourned
last spring, Babcock seemed tired
of his job and disillusioned with
the failure of some of his pro
grams. In addition, he had picked
up a “loser’s image” after his un
successful crack at the Senate.
But during the summer he be
gan beating political drums. He
made frequent appearances at ro
deos, county fairs, conventions and
meetings. He kept his name before
the public and began smiling and

shaking hands again.
James filed for governor last
December, and Babcock announced
his candidacy a month later.
Speculation immediately arose
that Babcock was not running be
cause he wanted to, but simply to
keep James from becoming gov
ernor.
Babcock scoffed at the idea.
James is quick to point out that
Babcock has a large staff and
enough money to organize an ef
fective campaign. James said he
is relying on friends and he is not
one bit worried about Babcock’s
political machine.
“I think I can beat him any
way,” James says.
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